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introduction
We aim to improve people’s 
lives by being Wealthsmiths™
We believe everyone deserves 
to live their best lives possible. A 
Wealthsmith™ is a person who has 
a deep understanding of the true 
definition of wealth and knows 
how to create it and maintain 
it over the long term. To be a 
Wealthsmith™ is to be patient, to 
act meticulously and never to be 
hurried. It’s having a shrewd mind, 
and an understanding of what it 
takes to create wealth and be able 
to give more of it back. 

As Wealthsmiths™ we
are committed to building 
wealth for our clients over
the long term
This means we are committed to 
building legacies to embed the 
right ethical climate, governance 
systems and practices in our 
business, and to transform our 
business to be representative of 
the communities around us.

We take pride in
our responsibility
towards society
We contribute to economic 
stability by making responsible 
investment and business decisions 
to the long-term benefit of all
our stakeholders.

For our clients to prosper, the 
society in which we live also 
has to prosper. We therefore 
make capital allocation decisions 
on a responsible basis. This is 
also referred to as “impact” or 
“responsible” investing, where we 
actively consider the environment, 
as well as the social and corporate 
governance elements of our own 
investment choices.

A Wealthsmith also knows 
inherently that wealth isn’t 
only measured in rands
and cents
It’s so much more than that. It’s 
peace of mind for investors and 
those who are entrusted to make 
investment decisions on behalf
of others.  

We believe 
everyone 
deserves 
to live their 
best lives 
possible.
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we are
successful
long-term
investors
in Africa

Sanlam’s African footprint has 
shown steady, continuous growth 
with a proven track record
of success:
• We have long-term 

relationships that give us 
a strategic partnership in 
34 African countries. Our 
capabilities benefit from 
these shared insights and 
perspectives. We also have  
a direct presence in 14 of  
these countries. 

• Close to 20% of the Sanlam 
Group earnings come from  
our African presence outside  
of South Africa. 

• Sanlam has become one of 
the largest, most diversified 
financial services players   
on the African continent.  
We understand the nuances  
of investing in Africa. 

• The services and products 
we offer across the continent 
include life insurance, general 
insurance, investment 
management, credit and 
structuring, administration, 
health and ancillary financial 
services. 

Today, our Sanlam Africa 
Investments business exists to 
allow our clients to capitalise on 
the attractive long-term returns 
and diversification benefits 
of investing in Africa, which 
Sanlam has experienced as it has 
expended across the continent. 

Following our own investment 
success in Africa, we have evolved 
our offering and consolidated our 
African investment capabilities to 
share our insights and this growth 
potential with select long-term 
institutional partners and clients.
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We believe that short-
term challenges create 
opportunities for long-term 
investors in Africa 
In the short term African markets 
may face cyclical headwinds 
from a strong dollar and weak 
commodities. As a long-term 
investor on the continent, we 
believe strongly in the secular 
growth story of changing 
demographics and incomes. 

Sub-saharan stock  
exchanges are not entirely 
reflective of the continent’s  
economic growth
Investing in Africa has been 
positioned as a way of capturing 
the ‘African growth story’ or 
‘harnessing Africa’s demographic 
dividend’, both of which imply 
capturing some level of GDP 
growth. The problem is that there 
is often a disconnect between the 
continent’s GDP growth and its 
stock markets’ performance. In 
order to capture the real growth, 
one needs to invest alongside 
listed equity in a spread of asset 
classes that better represent what 
is happening on the continent. 

Capturing the entire 
opportunity set
There is a whole array of other 
asset classes from fixed interest 
to private equity. Like anywhere 
else in the world, each asset 
class has its own risk and return 
characteristics, along with 
managers who are better and 
worse at extracting returns. This 
tends to define them, more so 
than their geography. Having said 
this, managing property or fixed 
interest on the continent has
its own challenges and
unique opportunities.

Today, our Sanlam 
Africa Investments 
business exists to 
capitalise on the 
attractive long-
term returns and 
diversification benefits 
of investing across the 
assets classes in Africa
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Algeria

Morocco

Mali

Angola
Zambia

Malawi

Mozambique

Namibia
Zimbabwe

Botswana

Lesotho
Swaziland

South Africa

Senegal
The Gambia

Guinea

Cote d’Ivoire
Ghana

Togo
Benin

Nigeria
Cameroon

Gabon
Republic of the Congo

Burkina Faso

Tunisia

United Kingdom

Ireland

Switzerland

Saham Finances’ geographic footprint

Sanlam’s geographic footprint

Sanlam and Saham Finances’ geographic footprint

Developed Markets

where we
operate

The recently announced Saham 
Finances transaction will 
significantly expand the Group’s 
Pan-African reach, as illustrated 
below:
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Kenya
Rwanda
Burundi

Tanzania

Mauritius

Madagascar

Uganda

Australia



why we
continue
to invest
in Africa
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Africa is rich in minerals, 
energy resources and  
arable land
• More than half of the world’s 

gold, more than 40% of its 
platinum, and vast deposits of 
copper, diamonds and iron ore 
have been discovered in Africa.

• Large new oil and natural 
gas fields are discovered on 
a regular basis in numerous 
locations, including offshore 
West Africa, offshore South 
East Africa and along Africa’s 
rift valley.

• According to the UN, Africa 
holds more than 60% of the 
world’s uncultivated arable 
land, but only 10% of it is 
planted. With food demand on 
the global agenda, the World 
Bank estimates that African 
farmers and agribusiness could 
develop a trillion-dollar food 
industry if more of the land is 
put to use. This has potential 
for a knock-on impact to drive 
demand and consumption. 

Africa’s economic
potential extends beyond 
natural resources
• Despite coming off a low base, 

the growth rate is real. The IMF 
estimates that Africa grew at 
a rate of 6% each year for the 
last decade. Within this is the 
potential for certain countries 
to double their economies over 
the next decade. 

Favourable demographics, 
education and investment is 
driving a consumer boom
• With the youngest population 

in the world, the region is 
fortunate to be benefiting from 
a demographic dividend. 

• In 2013, more than half of 
Africa’s population was 
younger than 20. Within three 
decades, it will have a larger 
working-age population
than China. 

• In certain countries, this 
expansion of the workforce is 
already increasing the demand 
for services, goods, housing 
and infrastructure – which 
provides a pathway in and 
out of domestic economies – 
fuelling regional growth.

• McKinsey estimates that by 
2020, more than half of African 
households will have enough 
income to spend some of it on 
non-essentials.

• A rising middle class wants to 
go out, buy branded goods 
and services, open bank 
accounts and buy houses, 
cars and life insurance. As one 
example, Nigeria has a middle 
class that has grown by 600% 
between 2000 and 2014. 

1
The growth
opportunity
is real



South African equity market 
indices have a relatively high 
correlation with equity market 
returns in Europe, the United 
States and Asia (0.7 to 0.8  
where 1.0 is a perfect correlation). 
The correlation between South 
Africa and the rest of Africa is
around 0.3.*

2
African returns have  
a low correlation to  
key global markets –  
providing a diversification
opportunity

We believe that 
there’s a time to 
be bold and a time 
to be cautious. 
Knowing when 
to be which is 
what makes us 
Wealthsmiths™

* Weekly data: May 2005 to May 2015  
  Source: Morningstar Direct  
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Despite serious image 
problems, African leadership 
has transformed over the  
last decade
• In contrast to the leaders 

who fought for and gained 
independence from the 
colonial governance systems 
of Britain, France and Belgium, 
there has been a shift away 
from the type of leaders that 
didn’t bring about economic 
growth or development.

• Nationals are returning to 
their countries and ex-colonial 
companies are not disinvesting.

Democratic institutions
are growing
• Democracy is spreading in 

Africa, with the number of 
elections increasing, and 
peaceful transitions of power 
being witnessed. Over 30 
ruling parties have been 
democratically removed from 
power by voters from 1991-
2011, compared to only one 
peaceful transition of power 
from 1960-1991.

• The pillars on which 
democracy rests are strong 
institutions, and Africa is 
also undergoing a period of 
institutional strengthening. 
African countries are 
committing to democracy, 
elections and governance.

• Land ownership trends and 
title deeds are changing ‘dead’ 
assets into collateral for access 
to capital.

Markets are increasingly 
liquid and open and
there is evidence of
growing governance
• There are liquidity risks

and challenges, and just as  
the underdeveloped 
infrastructure poses
challenges it also provides
an untapped opportunity. 

• Africa has benefitted from 
political reforms and relative 
stability. This has enabled 
African economies to pursue 
macro-economic  reforms. 
Governments have privatized 
state-owned enterprises, 
allowed more business 
competition, opened up 
trade, lowered taxes and 
strengthened regulatory and 
legal systems.

3
The risks are 
manageable



we can meet
your African
investment

needs
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Investing in Africa is for South 
African retirement funds and 
other corporate entities:
• looking for long-term capital 

growth and diversification 
opportunities beyond South 
African borders

• who know that the African 
investment opportunity 
is about much more than 
commodities, and provides 
uncorrelated dollar returns

• wanting to take advantage of 
investment opportunities from 
a growing middle class across 
the African continent

• that are subject to South 
African prudent investment 
guidelines and wish to take 
advantage of the Regulation 
28 allocation to African 
investment opportunities

• who want a proven, known 
and local partner that 
has depth and breadth of 
experience on the continent

• who wish to partner with one 
of the continent’s largest and 
most dependable financial 
services companies and use 
their in-depth knowledge 
of the region to capture the 
growth that is taking place.

For long-term global
institutional investors:
• looking for a long-term 

strategic partner with a 
proven presence in Africa, a 
successful track record and a 
robust governance framework 
for ensuring appropriate 
exposure to growth and 
diversification opportunities 
without excessive risk 

• who are attracted to the 
growth potential across 
asset classes from different 
countries and regions in Africa 
that Sanlam can help unlock.

Our scale and presence 
in Africa gives you access 
to untapped investment 
opportunities and insights 
across the capital and
risk spectrum
The most important thing we  
can provide you with is:
• Nearly 100 years of proven 

insights on how to use 
and blend African growth 
opportunities for your benefit.

• A platform to access proven 
diversification opportunities 
through our African capital 
structure and asset class-
specific capabilities. 

Access the 
strategically
bold benefits of our 
committed presence 
and scale in Africa 
that we’ve had for 
nearly 100 years. 
Reduce the risk of 
unknown markets 
with a consciously 
cautious governance 
and decision-making 
framework
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Irrespective of your needs, we can 
provide you with opportunities 
and ways to take advantage of 
these across the capital, liquidity 
and risk spectrum.

Access to listed equity, 
commercial and industrial 
property and listed and 
unlisted credit
The Sanlam African Frontier 
Markets Fund* (listed equity) has 
been running for more than five 
years, while Sanlam African Core 
Real Estate Investments Limited 
(commercial and industrial 
property) was launched in 2013. 
Sanlam has been investing on 
balance sheet into listed and 
unlisted African credit since 2010. 
Based on the success of its on-
balance sheet experience and 
track-record in African credit, a 
third-party offering was launched 
in January 2014. While the 
investment vehicles will continue 
to operate in the same way that 
they have to date, the creation 
of a single business, Sanlam 
Africa Investments, gives Sanlam 
Investments scope to:
• Extract synergies and 

collaboration between expert 
investment teams

• Create a single point of contact 
for investors

• Leverage common support 
infrastructure and
central governance

• Focus on the same African 
geography and leverage 
Sanlam’s African footprint

• Provide dedicated distribution 
to grow third-party funds 

‘Property’
Long
Term

‘Credit’
Semi

Liquid

‘Listed
equity’
Liquid

Across
Risk Spectrum

Across
Capital Spectrum

Across
Liquidity Spectrum

our African
capabilities
span credit, property  
and listed equity
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Apart from support from 
the Sanlam Group there 
are currently six dedicated 
investment professionals 
within Sanlam Africa 
Investments responsible for 
the various investments
Our investment idea generation 
benefits from small, focused and 
individually accountable specialist 
teams that have in-depth asset 
class specific expertise and 
experience. They benefit from 
the discipline of a robust and 
collaborative decision-making 
framework, the capital structure 
of the Sanlam Group, strategic 
in-country partnerships and 
investment committees that  
offer different country and asset  
class-specific perspectives.

Sanlam African
Frontier Markets Fund*

Sanlam African
Credit Investments Ltd

Sanlam African Core Real
Estate Investments Ltd

Investment
Universe

Africa ex-SA listed
equities

Sub-saharan listed and
unlisted debt

Sub-saharan commercial
and industry property

Target Return Benchmark + 2% to 3% 3m Libor + 6% p.a. USD 14% to 18% p.a.
(Incl. target dividend of 4% p.a)

Benchmark MSCI EFM Africa ex SA 3m Libor + 2% p.a. 10% IRR

Jurisdiction
Vehicle

Ireland:
UCITS

Mauritius:
Company with global

business license 1

Mauritius:
Company with global

business license 1

Min.
Subscription

Contact us $2.5m Negotiated

Dealing
Redemption

terms

Contact us 12 months notice -  
quarterly dealing

Listed company

Fees: Annual mgmt
Fees: Performance

Contact us 1%
20% above benchmark

1,75% GNAV
15% above 10% IRR and

20% above 15% IRR

Sanlam Investments  
provides centralised and 
scalable services to meet 
global standards
Below is an overview of the 
African investment capabilities 
that have been built to meet  
a range of international
client needs: 
 



investment
core
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Africa &
Alternatives
Ben Kodisang

Satrix
Helena Conradie

Structured 
Products

Steven Rosenberg

Sanlam 
Investment 

Management
Azola Zuma

Multi-
Management 
Selwyn Pillay

Multi 
Manager

Blue Ink

Equities

Fixed  
Income

Balanced

Absolute  
Return

Africa

Single  
Manager  

Hedge funds

Direct  
Property

Private  
Equity

Investment
Core

Nersan Naidoo
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The team below is the core 
Sanlam Africa Investments team, 
supported by:
• The Sanlam Investments 

capabilities, platform and 
staff for legal, operational and 
compliance and administrative 
functions (among others).

• A range of strategic businesses 
in the Sanlam Group [such 
as Sanlam Emerging Markets 
(“SEM”) and Sanlam Capital 
Markets (“SCM”)] that provide 
capability and investment-
specific requirements and 
insights, in-country expertise 
and contacts on the ground.

• Regional investment 
committees to help filter and 
analyse investment ideas and 
key portfolio decisions.

the  
Africa 
team
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Freddy Magoro
Portfolio Manager:  

Debt

Michael Viljoen
Head: Debt

Charl Viljoen
Chief Financial Officer:

Sanlam Africa Real Estate

Peter Townshend 
Head: Equities

St.John Bungey
CEO:SAI

Brett Mallen
COO: SAI

Addington Jerahuni 
Co-Portfolio Manager

Ben Kodisang
CEO: Africa & Alternatives

INTERIM CEO: SAREA

Patrick Kilkenny
COO: Sanlam Alternative 

Investments
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A
Credit On a continent starved of access 

to credit, this capability seeks  
to capitalise on the attractive  
US dollar yields offered by
quality borrowers.

Sanlam Africa Credit 
Investments Limited*
Is suitable for investors who:
• Want stable real US dollar 

returns
• Want to take advantage of the 

mismatch between the high 
demand and lack of supply of 
credit on the continent

• Want their investment to 
facilitate economic growth and 
support the development of 
essential infrastructure
across Africa.

Minimum investment
US$2.5 million

Jurisdiction and investment 
vehicle
Mauritius, company with global 
business license 1

Minimum investment period
1 to 2 years

What the manager aims to  
achieve and how
Offers investors exposure to 
a diversified pool of quality 
credit risk assets by investing in 
credit and debt capital market 
instruments in selected
African countries.

*SANLAM AFRICA CREDIT INVESTMENTS LIMITED PROPSECTUS
Sanlam Africa Credit Investments Limited (“SACIL”) Prospectus was duly issued in accordance with Mauritian company laws. The terms of 
that Prospectus, and in particular any disclaimers set out therein, apply to any communication in relation to SACIL, and must be considered 
before an investment into SACIL is considered.

our African  
investment  
capabilities in  
more detail
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B
Property Access an attractive US  

dollar-based income and  
long-term capital growth  
through exposure to core African 
real estate assets. This capability 
capitalises on the increasing 
demand for commercial and 
retail property across the 
continent.

Sanlam Africa Core Real 
Estate Investment Limited**
Is suitable for investors who:
• Want access to an attractive 

US dollar-based income yield 
and longer-term capital growth 
from exposure to real estate
in select Sub-saharan
African countries.

Minimum investment
Listed equity on the Mauritian 
Stock Exchange

Jurisdiction and investment 
vehicle
Mauritius, listed company with 
global business license 1

Minimum investment period
5 years

What the manager aims to  
achieve and how
Focuses on maximising 
distributions to shareholders 
through investing in commercial 
real estate with a focus on 
A-grade retail, office and industrial 
properties in Sub-saharan Africa, 
while striving to enhance the 
value of portfolios through active 
property management.

C
Equity Our network and local knowledge 

enables us to capitalise on finding 
quality, listed businesses that  
are undervalued but offer above-
average growth potential through 
the cycle.

Sanlam Africa Frontier 
Markets Fund***
Is suitable for investors who:
• Want access to African 

listed markets through an 
actively-managed benchmark-
cognisant portfolio of larger 
capitalisation and more liquid 
value stocks.

Minimum investment
Contact us +27 21 950 2197

Jurisdiction and investment 
vehicle 
Ireland, UCITS

Minimum investment period
5 years

What the manager aims to  
achieve and how
Achieve long-term capital growth 
by investing directly or indirectly 
in listed African equities that offer 
above-average growth potential.

***SANLAM AFRICAN FRONTIER MARKETS FUND:   
This fund is relatively high risk in relation to other asset classes due to its equity based investment approach and emerging and frontier 
markets exposure; the investment manager aims to reduce the overall risk by their value and fundamental stance. Other risks are Settlement 
and Clearing Risk, Custody Risk, Legal Risk, Efficient Portfolio Management Risk, Reinvestment of Cash Collateral Risk And Securities 
Lending Risk. SI Compliance to provide correct disclaimer for ALL of our Funds and Fund Advisors/Managers. *Section 65 approved fund 
in terms of CISCA

**SANLAM AFRICA CORE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS LIMITED PPM
Sanlam Africa Core Real Estate Investments Limited (“SACREIL”) Private Placement Memorandum (PPM) was duly issued in accordance 
with Mauritian company laws. The terms of that PPM, and in particular any disclaimers set out therein, apply to any communication in 
relation to SACREIL, and must be considered before an investment into SACREIL is considered.
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• R131bn market cap
• R787bn AUM
• Pan-African 

footprint
• Local operations

Committed
to Africa

Scale & 
Research

Specialist unit
within a 

Corporate

Resources

• Significant 
investment into 
African operations

• $130m invested in
Africa products

• Separate unit
• Staff remunerated 

directly from 
investment 
vehicles managed

• Invested in 
vehicles managed

• Infrastructure
• Support
• Systems
• Integrity

we translate  
scale and  
stability
into tangible long-term 
African investment success



We have the proven experience and skills to serve the needs  
of long-term institutional investors in Africa.

• Sanlam Africa Investments provides a gateway for investors 
to capitalise on exciting African growth opportunities with the 
security of a stable institutional investor that has nearly 100 years’ 
experience on the continent. 

• With a presence in over 14 African countries, we are able to 
successfully source and manage investments across a range of 
asset classes.

• When you invest with us, you are partnering with one of South 
Africa’s largest and most experienced employee benefits and 
investment teams. With more than R780 billion in assets under 
management, Sanlam Investments is one of South Africa’s  
largest asset management companies.

• Our clients include retirement funds, long-term insurers,  
short-term insurers, university endowment funds, charities,  
trusts and offshore clients.

• Through our broader Sanlam Investments team, we offer 
award-winning performance via our pooled life and segregated 
portfolios that we structure to match the risk profile and 
preferences of large institutional clients. 

• We have one of the largest multi-specialist investment teams in 
South Africa and all our team members are highly qualified and 
offer depth and breadth of experience in their areas of expertise. 

When you invest with us, you 
are partnering with one of 
South Africa’s largest and most 
experienced investment teams.

why  
Sanlam
Africa
Investments?
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Our expansion into
Africa has been built on 
strong partnerships...
Sanlam offers institutional 
investors almost a century of 
experience operating on the 
African continent, from our base 
in South Africa. Our expansion 
beyond South Africa into the 
continent is founded on our 
own successful organic growth 
in Africa and an effective 
partnership model. We focus 
on cautiously building strong 
relationships with the partners 
invested alongside us, and from 
whom we learn how to operate  
in each jurisdiction. We therefore 
take time to find the right 
partners. 
 
... and respect for local 
knowledge
In addition to solid partnerships, 
our focus on respecting local 
knowledge and developing 
an understanding of the local 
business environment has 
enabled us to successfully 
capitalise on African attributes 
for our stakeholders and clients 
– and we will continue to make 
the most of these opportunities 
in the future. The most recent 
transaction, where the Group 
acquired a 30% interest in Saham 
Finance, is set to expand the 
Sanlam Group’s footprint across 
the African continent even more, 
with entry into new attractive 
markets for the Group. These 
include, among others, Cote 
d’Ivoire, Gabon, Senegal and 
Cameroon, in Francophone West 
Africa; the Arabic-speaking North 
African country of Morocco and 
Lebanon in the Middle East; and 
Angola in Lusophone Southern 
Africa.

We have developed  
specialist Pan-African 
investment capabilities  
As part of our business 
expansion beyond South African 
borders, we have incubated and 
developed specialist
Pan-African investment 
capabilities. These include listed 
equities, real estate and credit 
capabilities. The investment 
vehicles were all initially seeded 
with Sanlam’s capital, given our 
strong convictions about their 
positive prospects.  
In addition, these offerings 
provide our clients and 
partners with access to 
Sanlam’s successful formula 
for participation in growth 
opportunities across  
the African continent.

Sanlam Investments is a 
shared investment platform 
that enables us to meet 
client-specific needs
The Sanlam Investments business 
incorporates the Sanlam Group’s 
investment-related businesses, 
ensuring that business practices 
and performances are aligned 
with the Group. The business 
is diversified across a broad 
range of specialist investment 
businesses. Its areas of expertise 
include conventional asset 
management, alternative 
investment solutions, collective 
investment schemes, employee 
benefits, property asset 
management, private client 
investment management 
and stock broking, multi-
management, structured 
products (including guaranteed 
products) and private equity
funds. Sanlam Investments has, 
over a period of time, 

incorporated a number of 
businesses that function across 
the financial services value chain. 
The result is a diverse range of 
businesses which has enabled us 
to develop a range of products 
and solutions aimed at meeting 
the needs of our increasingly 
diverse client base.

Sanlam Africa Investments 
has dedicated access 
to Africa’s investment 
opportunities 
Following the Sanlam Group’s 
successful business expansion 
into the African continent, various 
separate business units within 
the broader Sanlam Investments 
cluster have made significant 
strides in developing the 
capability to deliver investment 
products focussing on the
African continent. To leverage 
African growth opportunities, 
Sanlam have consolidated the 
listed equity, real estate and 
credit products for Africa into 
a distinct and focused new 
business called Sanlam African 
Investments. This team knows 
when to be bold, providing 
the ability to invest, with 
knowledgeable partners, in on- 
and off-market opportunities in 
Africa across asset classes. They 
also know when to be cautious, 
following the Group’s strong 
governance framework
and ethos.
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Sanlam  
Investments

SA, Africa &  
developed markets:  

investment management,  
wealth management,  
credit & structuring

Santam
General insurance  

in SA & co-investor  
in SEM general  

insurance businesses

Sanlam Emerging  
Markets

Emerging markets ex-SA:  
life insurance, general  

insurance, investments,  
credit & banking

Sanlam  
Corporate

SA & EM corporate:  
employee benefits,  

health

Sanlam Personal  
Finance

SA Retail: life insurance, 
investment & other  
financial services

Sanlam Group

Group Office

leading  
broad-based  
financial services 
group
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Sanlam is a leading 
broad-based financial 
services group
in South Africa

Sanlam is a leading broad-
based financial services group 
in South Africa. In nine decades 
Sanlam has set benchmarks for 
wealth creation, innovation and 
empowerment in South Africa. 
Sanlam has offices throughout 
South Africa as well as business 
interests elsewhere in Africa, 
Europe, India, Malaysia, Australia 
and the USA. The Group’s 
international footprint  
is illustrated above.

Sanlam provides financial 
solutions to individual and 
institutional clients. These 
solutions include individual, 
group and short-term insurance, 

personal financial services such 
as estate planning, trusts, home 
and personal loans, savings and 
linked products, investment, asset 
management, property asset 
management, stockbroking, risk 
management and capital market 
activities. Sanlam provides these 
solutions to various segments of 
the markets where it operates 
and offers the solutions from a 
number of mutually dependent 
business entities in the Group. 
From a life insurance company 
established in 1918, Sanlam has 
grown into a diversified one-stop 
financial services group, offering 
its clients a journey for life for 
their financial needs.

USA

United Kingdom

Ireland

Switzerland

Zambia

Malawi

Mozambique

Namibia
Zimbabwe

Botswana

Lesotho
Swaziland

South Africa

The Gambia

Ghana

Nigeria
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T:  +27 (0)21 950 2600
F:  +27 (0)21 950 2126

institutional@sanlaminvestments.com

55 Willie van Schoor Avenue, Bellville 7530
Private Bag X8, Tyger Valley 7536, South Africa

© 2017 Sanlam. All rights reserved.
Sanlam Investments consists of the following authorised Financial Services Providers: Sanlam Investment Management 
(Pty) Ltd (“SIM”), Sanlam Multi Manager International (Pty) Ltd (“SMMI”), Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd, Graviton 
Wealth Management (Pty) Ltd (“GWM”), Graviton Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd (“GFP”), Radius Administrative Services 
(Pty) Ltd (“Radius”), Blue Ink Investments (Pty) Ltd (“Blue Ink”), Sanlam Capital Markets (Pty) Ltd (“SCM”), Sanlam 
Private Wealth (Pty) Ltd (“SPW”), Sanlam Credit Fund Advisor Proprietary Limited, Sanlam Africa Real Estate Advisor 
Proprietary Limited and Sanlam Employee Benefits (“SEB”), a division of Sanlam Life Insurance Limited and Simeka 
Wealth (Pty) Ltd; and has the following approved Management Companies under the Collective Investment Schemes 
Control Act: Sanlam Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“SCI”) and Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“Satrix”).
 
The Sanlam Group is a full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA. Collective investment schemes 
are generally medium- to long-term investments. Please note that past performances are not necessarily an accurate 
determination of future performances, and that the value of investments / units / unit trusts may go down as well as up. A 
schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available from the Managers, Sanlam Collective Investments 
(RF) Pty Ltd & Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd, a registered and approved Managers in Collective Investment Schemes 
in Securities. Additional information of the proposed investment, including brochures, application forms and annual or 
quarterly reports, can be obtained from the Manager, free of charge. Collective investments are traded at ruling prices 
and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. Collective investments are calculated on a net asset value basis, which is 
the total market value of all assets in the portfolio including any income accruals and less any deductible expenses such 
as audit fees, brokerage and service fees. Actual investment performance of the portfolio and the investor will differ 
depending on the initial fees applicable, the actual investment date, and the date of reinvestment of income as well as 
dividend withholding tax. Forward pricing is used. The Manager does not provide any guarantee either with respect to 
the capital or the return of a portfolio. The performance of the portfolio depends on the underlying assets and variable 
market factors. Performance is based on NAV to NAV calculations with income reinvestments done on the ex-div date. 
Lump sum investment performances are quoted. The portfolio may invest in other unit trust portfolios which levy their 
own fees, and may result is a higher fee structure for our portfolio. All the portfolio options presented are approved 
collective investment schemes in terms of Collective Investment Schemes Control Act, No 45 of 2002 (“CISCA”). The 
fund may from time to time invest in foreign instruments which could be accompanied by additional risks as well as 
potential limitations on the availability of market information. The Manager has the right to close any portfolios to new 
investors to manage them more efficiently in accordance with their mandates. The portfolio management of all the 
portfolios is outsourced to financial services providers authorized in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services Act, 2002. Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd is the appointed trustee of the Sanlam Collective Investments 
Scheme & Standard Chartered Bank is the appointed trustee of the Satrix Managers Scheme.
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